We recommend you take the route highlighted in orange when coming to our hospitals and clinics. If the Fulton Street left turn is congested, an optional route is highlighted in yellow on the map above. Directions are on the back of this map.

Location

University of Minnesota Health Clinics and Surgery Center
909 Fulton St. SE
Minneapolis, MN 55455

M Health patient concierge will be available at the main entrance and throughout our Clinics and Surgery Center to help you find your clinic.

Visit MHealth.org/CSC for more information.
Directions to Clinics and Surgery Center
1. Take I-94 to exit 235B, Huron Boulevard, and merge into the left turn lane.

2. Turn left on Fulton Street. Clinics and Surgery Center will be on your right. Turn into the driveway where you see the “Entry” circle sign for valet parking service and directions to self-park.

*If the Fulton Street left turn is congested, an optional route is highlighted in yellow on the map on reverse.*

M Health shuttles
There are shuttles available for patient and visitor transportation between Clinics and Surgery Center and other campus locations.

**East Bank Shuttle:** This shuttle runs on a continuous loop between three locations on the East Bank: Clinics and Surgery Center, Phillips-Wangensteen Building and the main hospital building (University of Minnesota Medical Center/Unit J).

**Clinics and Surgery Center/West Bank Shuttle:** Shuttle travels between Clinics and Surgery Center and University of Minnesota Masonic Children’s Hospital (South Building) on the West Bank. Shuttle runs every 20 minutes. Departs from Clinics and Surgery Center on the hour, and 20 and 40 minutes after the hour. Departs from West Bank (South Building) 10, 30 and 50 minutes after the hour.

**M Health Shuttle Hours:**
Monday-Friday, 5 a.m.–8 p.m.
(After-hours shuttle pickup available between 8-10 p.m. by calling 612-273-4544)

Saturday, 7 a.m.–1:30 p.m.
(After-hours shuttle pickup available 5:30-7 a.m. by calling 612-273-4544)

For more information about additional shuttle options, including the best shuttle options for METRO Green Line riders, please visit MHealth.org/CSC.

Parking
**Valet parking**
We encourage patients and visitors to use the convenient valet parking service at Clinics and Surgery Center. Enter the main arrival plaza from Fulton Street. Valet cost is a $7 flat-rate fee, regardless of the length of your visit. Tips are not expected.

**Self-parking**
Enter the main Clinics and Surgery Center arrival plaza from Fulton Street. From there, parking attendants will direct you to the best self-parking option. Bring your parking tickets inside with you and pay for parking before leaving to get the reduced parking rate.

**PARKING AT OAK STREET RAMP:** Self-parkers who choose to park in the Oak Street Ramp should enter the ramp on Ontario Street SE (one block down from Clinics and Surgery Center’s main entrance). Use the center lane designated “M Health” and park on the ground level of Oak Street Ramp.

*If the ramp’s sign says “Full” or “Reservations Only,” patients and visitors can still pull into the far left lane (Ontario entrance only). Speak to the attendant in the booth and he/she can pull a ticket for you to enter and park. Please bring your ticket inside with you to pay for parking to receive the M Health reduced parking rate.*

Visit MHealth.org/CSC for more information.